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Abstract 

 

The electronic boards undergo various extreme stresses (mechanical, electrical, 

magnetic and thermal) during handling and commissioning. These stresses are due 

to drops, vibration and temperature variations. They can cause the rupture of 

solder joints of the electronic components. In this article, we present a simulation 

of finite element model to reflect the maximum deformation due to temperature 

using the simulation software ANSYS Mechanical. The optimization of structures 

has for several years the most intense interest; it integrates progressively as its 

robustness increases. Initially, optimization is applied to the simplest problems; its 

scope now extends to new and ever more complex challenges. Determining the 

proper design of a structure is a major engineering challenge. The best 

dimensioning must satisfy a number of criteria such as cost, reliability, 

performance, durability, feasibility, etc. Consequently, the optimization of 

structures aims to reconcile the contradictory requirements of the design: minimize 

cost and increase performance. In this study the brazing of an electronic component 

was optimized using the ANSYS Mechanical numerical simulation software. 
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1 Introduction  

 

   Modeling is used as a tool to explain and predict natural phenomena. The first 

step in the modeling process is based on the choice of a geometric description of the 

circuit board. The second step is the modeling of the forces applied to the structure 

of the study. In the ANSYS software was used as a simulation tool to study the 

behavior of the electronic cards. 
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   Optimization is a branch of mathematics that attempts to model, analyze and 

solve analytically or numerically the problems of minimizing or maximizing a 

function over a set. The optimization methods allow the increase of the 

performances and the reduction of the costs of the electronic structures. The 

objective of the design of economic and efficient structures has led to many 

advances in the fields of modeling and optimization, allowing the analysis of 

increasingly complex structures. Optimization methods are traditional techniques 

aimed at minimizing a single function (the objective function) subject to 

constraints. Optimization tools are techniques used to measure and understand the 

design space of the problem [4]. 

 

2 Modeling of thermal efforts 
 

Considering the material body V and its V border. Simplicity V the surface 

is supposed to be twice continuously differentiable so that each point x V

normal  n x and the mean curvature R are unambiguously defined [8]. 

Considering the speed of virtual generalized spaces as the following w is the degree 

of freedom  ,u T
          

 

 0 ,u T     , , , ,c c c cu u u T T     
              (1) 

The fields u  are assumed twice continuously differentiable, while the 

temperature of velocity fields is continuously differentiable. 

 

2.1 Virtual power of the internal forces 

The virtual power density of the internal forces is the most general form on all 

the variables ν: 
 

         ( ) : : .
i ii c c c cp u S u a T b T       

               (2) 

The dual variables associated with the second velocity gradient tensor σ are the 

stress forces and the said tensioning hyper constraints  ijk ikjS S S two additional 

dual quantities 
 i

a and  ib were introduced. The purely mechanical part of the 

power of the internal forces is thus supplemented by a convective thermal 

contribution [8]. 

 

2.2 Virtual power of the external forces 

The general expression of the power of the external forces is: 
        . : : : .
e e ec c c

D

p f u C P D P u a T b T dV        
        

(3) 

 

 where D and  are respectively the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the 

velocity gradient. The dual variables are introduced f forces volumes, C volumes  
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couples, and P doubles forces volumes. For the sake of generality, generalized 

forces
 e

a  and 
 e

b were added [8]. 

The most general form of the power contact stresses appear by considering the 

shape of the surface contribution. 

 
   . . .
c c

nP t u M D u a T  
                          (4) 

 where t  is the constrained vector, M a double normal strength, and 
 c

a dual 

quantity associated with T . 

 The first law of thermodynamics Continuum is expressed through the energy 

balance: 
 

         : : . .
i ic c c c cu S u a T b T q r                            

(5) 
 

3  Laws of behavior type alloy SnAgCu 
 

Constitutive laws are essential to the calculation of deformation and mechanical 

deformations of the assemblies. Two behaviors are commonly identified for solder 

alloys: (i) the creep behavior, (ii) the viscoplastic. 

These behaviors are used in the literature to model the solders under 

thermomechanical constraints. 

 

3.1 Creep behavior 

   Two analytical expressions, modeling the creep behavior and determination of 

stress and strain, have been proposed to account for the secondary creep: (i) 

Hyperbolic sine model, (ii) Double power law model. 

1) Hyperbolic sine model [7] is : 

  1sinh exp
n

cr

H
A

KT
 

 
    

 
                                   

(6) 

 where 
cr creep strain rate  1s , A Material constant,   Reverse the stress level at 

slope change  1MPa  ,  constraint (MPa), n viscosity of exhibitors (no unit), 
1H  

activation energy (J), K Boltzmann constant  1.J K  , T  Temperature (K). 

 

2) Double power law model (Norton) [5] is: 
1 2

1 2
1 2exp exp

n n

cr

n n

H H
A A

KT KT

 


 

       
       

      
                    

(7)
 

where
1 2,A A Materials constants,

1 2,n n viscosity of exhibitors (no unit), 
1 2,H H

activation energy (J). 
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3.2 Viscoplastic behavior 

   To take account this phenomenon in one hand, the temperature and the other 

strain rate several models are proposed [3] for brazing alloys. We quote: Anand 

model and Busso model. 

1)  Anand model 

The law of evolution of inelastic deformation is described by the equation 
1

exp sinh

m

p

Q
A

RT s


 

    
     

    
                                   

(8)
                

 

where 
p equivalent plastic strain, A constant deformation, Q energy activation, R 

ideal gas constant,   multiplier constraint, m sensitivity of the stress at the strain 

rate, s resistance plastic deformation. 

2) Busso model 

Busso developed a viscoelastic model for the Sn-40Pb alloy [3]. The constitutive 

law is formulated by: 

 0
0

0

1 sin

q
p

p

BF
B

RT G G


  



              

                                  
(9)

 

p  Plastic deformation speed  1s  and 
0  initial strain rate  1s  

The kinematic hardening is introduced by the variable B whose development 

depends on the strain rate and temperature (r = f (T)). 

 

4 Optimization of structures 
 

   The ANSYS program can determine an optimal design, a design that meets all 

specified requirements but requires a minimum in terms of expense such as 

weight, surface area, volume, stress, cost and other factors. An optimal design is 

one that is as effective as possible [4]. 

     In ANSYS, there are two fundamentally different types of optimization. 

The first is called design optimization; it works entirely with the ANSYS 

parametric design language (APDL) and is contained in its own module, the 

second is shape optimization. 

 

4.1 Design Optimization 

    The optimization of the design is formulated by the research of the parameters 

intervening in the design, which minimize an objective function (initial costs, 

rigidity ...) and that check the constraints of mechanical, physical and geometric 

performances. 

   The ANSYS program can determine an optimal design, a design that meets all 

specified requirements but requires a minimum in terms of expense such as weight, 

area, volume, stress, cost and other factors. An optimal design is one that is as 

effective as possible [4]. 
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   The independent variables in an optimization analysis are the design variables. 

The vector of design 

 1 2 3........ nX X X X X
                                      (10) 

The design variables are subjected to n constraints with upper and lower limits: 

i i iX X X 
 

 1,2,3,..............,i n
                                   (11) 

 

 where n is the number of design variables. 

   Design variable constraints are often referred to as lateral constraints and 

define what is known as the feasible design space. 

 

Minimize   f f x
                                      (12) 

 i ig X g
  

 11,2,3,........,i m
                                    

(13) 

 i ih h X
  

 21,2,3,........,i m
                                   

(14) 

  ii iW W X W 
 

 31,2,3,........,i m
                              (15) 

 

  where f is objective function,  , ,i i ig h W  are state variables containing design, 

1 2 3, ,m m m  are number of constraints of state variables with different upper and 

lower limit values. 

 

4.2 Shape optimization 

   The purpose of a form optimization analysis is to find the best use of material 

for a body. Typically, this involves optimizing the material distribution so that a 

structure has the maximum rigidity for a set of loads. 

   The shape optimization analysis can be configured in the mechanical 

application, which uses the ANSYS solver to calculate the solution. In this 

problems method, where the finite element mesh can change loop loops, it is 

important to check the mesh adequacy. By specifying mesh divisions in terms of 

parameters or absolute size, they can be modified appropriately for each loop [4]. 

When defining the objective function for optimization, the following 

 
 

 

2

1

1 ini

f S
F S SG

f S

 
   

                                                        
(16)

 
where SG  is a factor that depends on the purpose of the objective function (-1 for 

the minimization and 1 for the maximization), 
iniS and is the initial value of the 

design variable. For shape optimization, this value is defined by default on the 

amplitude of displacement that was specified when configuring the mesh 

deformation. 
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5 Optimization methods 
 

      In the ANSYS program, several optimization tools and methods are 

available. You can specify a tool or method to use for the subsequent optimization 

loop, using one of the following methods. 

 

5.1 Subproblem approximation method   

   The subproblem approximation method can be described as an advanced zero 

orders method in that it requires only the values of the dependent variables, not 

their derivatives. 

   For this approximation, the optimizer initially generates random designs to 

establish the state variable and approximations of the objective function. Because 

these are random designs, convergence can be slow. One can sometimes speed up 

the convergence by providing more than one possible starting drawing. The most 

complex form approximations can take is an entirely quadratic representation with 

cross-terms. Using the example of the objective function [1]: 

  

0
ˆ

n n n

i i ij i j

i i j

f a a X b X X   
                                   

(17)
 

   The actual shape of each adjustment varies from iteration to iteration and is 

primarily determined by the program, but some user control is available. A 

weighted least squares technique is used to determine the coefficient, 
ia and

ijb . 

This is accomplished by means of penalty functions, leading to the following 

sub-problem declaration [9]. 

Minimize    

          
31 2

0

1 1 1 1

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ,
mm mn

K K i i i i

i i i i

F X P f f P X x G g H h W w
   

 
     

 
   

      
(18) 

   Sub-problem approximation iterations continue until convergence is reached or 

termination occurs. These two events are checked only when the current number of 

design sets is 
dn equal to or greater than the number required for the 

approximations. 

 

5.2 First order optimization method 

   The first-order method converts the problem to a constraint by adding penalty 

functions to the objective function. However, unlike the sub-problem 

approximation method, the real representation of the finite elements is minimized, 

not an approximation. This method uses derived information, that is, the gradients 

of the dependent variables with respect to the design variables. It is very accurate 

and works well for problems with dependent variables that vary widely over a wide 

range of design space. However, this method can be calculated intensively. The 

first order method is based on design sensitivities and is better suited to problems 

requiring high accuracy. 
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The objective function is formulated as follows [9]: 

         
31 2

1 1 1 10

,
mm mn

X i g i h i W i

i i i i

f
Q X q P X q P g P h P W

f    

 
     

 
   

    
(19)

 

where Q is objective function without dimensionless constraint, , , ,X g h wP P P P  are 

penalties Applied to Constraint Design and State Variables,
0f  is value of the 

reference objective function that is selected in the current group of design 

assemblies. The constraint satisfaction is controlled by a response surface 

parameter q. First-order iterations continue until either convergence is obtained or 

termination occurs. These two events are checked at the end of each optimization 

iteration. 

 

6 Numerical simulation  
 

   For thermomechanical analysis, using the local model, the material of the 

solder joints (SnAgCu) is supposed to have a viscoelastic behavior. The 

viscoplastic behavior of the solder is modeled by the Anand model [5]. The 

properties of the materials of the structure are presented in this table. 

 

 

Material Properties SAC305 FR4 Cu 

Young's modulus (GPa) 51.3 17 115 

Density (
3Kg m  ) 740 180 8890 

CTE (
 1K


) 20 18 17 

 

Table 1: properties of materials 

 

   The geometric model (figure 1) is composed of a FR4 printed circuit board 

(PCB), an EPOXY resin component; a copper spindle and a SAC305 solder 

(96.5% tin, 3% silver and 0.5% copper). 

 

 

 
        

Figure 1: Geometric model 
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6.1 Finite element model, boundary conditions and loading 

 

   Figure 2 shows the mesh, with the SOLID70 element which has a 3-D thermal 

conductivity. The element has eight nodes with only one degree of freedom, at 

each node. The element is applicable to 3-D thermal analysis, stable or transient 

[9]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Finite element model 
 

   The temperature cycle applied to the structure is for a period of 60 min. The 

temperature varies between -55 ° C and 125 ° C. The profile of the thermal 

loading is shown in figure 3 [2]. 

 

     

Figure 3: Distribution of the inelastic     Figure 4: Fracture connecting wire 

   deformation in the solder joint 

   

 

 Figure 4 shows that the temperature cycles cause plastic deformation in the 

solder joints of the components of the electronic cards. These plastic strains can 

cause crack initiation of solder joints [6]. 

 

6.2 Solder optimization 

 

   In this study we have taken the objective function is the volume of the solder 

and we have studied its convergence by the two methods sub-problems and first 

order. 
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Figure 5: Optimized structure (design) 

 

 
 

Figure 6: optimized structure (shape) 

    

    In this study we took the volume of the solder, we studied the variation of the 

volume by both optimization methods: “Design optimization” and “Shape 

optimization”. The results are shown in the following table: 

 

       

Volume of the initial 

solder ( 3mm ) 

Volume of optimized 

solder (design) ( 3mm ) 

Volume of optimized 

Solder (shape) ( 3mm ) 

 

4.87 × 310  4.02 × 310  

 

3.65 × 310

 
 

 

Table 2: Variation in solder volume 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

   In this study, the modeling of the electronic component is carried out by the 

ANSYS calculation tool. This work aims to analyze the solder response for a 

better understanding of the thermomechanical behavior involved. 

   The optimization of the structure by minimizing an objective function (the 

volume of the solder) by the two optimization methods: optimization of design 

and shape, it is found that the volume is decreased by 17% using design 

optimization On the other hand, the volume of the solder is reduced by 25% using 

shape optimization. 
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